1 And yet, our cocky attitude: We tend to count ourselves among that one hundredth. We need success. We simply must excel. That is, after all, how scientists are judged. Those of us who have sat on hiring or promotion committees know how evaluation works; surely, we all get to be at the receiving end. One needs many publications for a thriving career, and we publish if we show how we go one better on someone else's result. So, we cannot afford a setback, a path wrongly taken, a poor result. There is no room for that in our line of work.
This already sounds dismal, but it gets worse. People have come to equate every negative result with failure. Suppose you have set up an experiment carefully and in good faith, but still it comes up short. That's not a positive outcome. Maybe your intuition has let you down. Maybe this cannot work. Wait, maybe you can prove that it cannot work? No, forget it. You have already failed. Don't waste any more time. Cut your losses and move on.
Well, reconsider! You can miss a truly fundamental lesson. In 1887, Michelson and Morley set out to prove the existence of ether, thought to be a conduit for light. They could not prove it: they failed. But-their null result prompted a line of research which culminated in the theory of special relativity.
House of Peers
Peer review breeds mediocrity. Galileos, Brunos, Modiglianis, and van Goghs go against the grain; the scorn of their peers and the indifference of the public crush them. An obliging self-promoter will fare much better. Peer review also censures failure. A forthright admission of the inferiority of one's results-despite the integrity or novelty of the work-is a kiss of death: no publication. There must be improvement, however minuscule.
2 By the "law of averages," caution tends to trump adventurousness, and certainly conformance to reviewers' expectations is an asset. Indeed, we write so they are likely to accept. Now, reviewers are us. If we the authors believe that negative results are always and inescapably a bad thing, so do we the reviewers. If we the authors relentlessly strive for success, we the reviewers check papers for signs of success. Serves us all right: If we have lost, we can't win.
Can't we?
Philosopher's Stone
Good science engenders good results. An experiment carefully thought out, a systematic procedure, an honest evaluation-these are the ingredients. It is not mandatory for the results to be positive, though it certainly lifts one up if they are. In areas where empirical methods dominate-computational linguistics is such a discipline-it is a given that people try things which fail at the experimental stage. This may be due to lack of rigor, but often there are deeper, unexpected, and intriguing reasons. We can learn a lot if we analyze scientifically why an intuitive and plausible experiment did not work. We know how important counter-examples are in rejecting conjectures. And if a negative result points to an interesting and important open problem, it ought to be explored. Then again, to know what leads to dead ends in research surely can warn others off paths which take us nowhere.
An interesting negative result may arise from a compelling idea proven wrong in a thorough and well-conducted experiment. This is valuable to the community if you can explain confidently why you have tried out this idea, and if people can replicate your experiment; the setback is an educational experience insofar as you convince others that the expected outcome just could not materialize. Simply put, a negative result can be a useful lesson. 
